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The self-assembly of hierarchical inorganic structures and the
control of their formation is fundamental in biological systems and
useful in synthetic ones. Biomineralization processes,1 the deliberate
formation of functional nanostructures,2 and the generation of
crystals with multiple structural domains are just a few examples.
These processes pertain directly to controlled functionalization of
nanosized metal-oxo cluster frameworks.

A. Müller and co-workers have pioneered routes to giant
polymolybdates of two predominant structural types: cyclic, or ring-
shaped structures (exemplified by{Mo154}, {Mo176}, {Mo128Eu4}2)3

and hollow, spherical structures (keplerates; exemplified by{Mo102},4a

{Mo132},4b {Mo72V30},4c,d and {Mo72Fe30}4e). Both the rings and
spheres are constituted by transferable fragments (“building blocks”)
that assemble under symmetry constraints.3 Given the extraordinary
structural complexity yet extensive alterability of these clusters,
particularly of molybdenum-blue species (in which a large number
of Mo(4d) electrons are delocalized within well-defined structural
compartments),5 we have endeavored to determine whether these
nanometer-sized species can be orchestrated into even larger
assemblies with a commensurately more complex degree of
molecular organization. Beyond the immediate relevance to su-
pramolecular chemistry, incorporation of magnetic centers into these
large structures can lead to extended spin topologies for which
unusual magnetic phenomena are observed.6 In addition, these
partially reduced and highly magnetic species could play significant
roles in applications such as molecular electronics7 and the imaging
of biological tissues.8 We report here how a carefully controlled
polymerization-reduction process can lead to a single mesoscopic
molecule containing the two basic types of nano-architectures noted
above.

Acidification of a mixture of vanadate and molybdate followed
by controlled reduction with hydrazine sulfate and subsequent
addition of KCl (details are given in the Supporting Information,
SI) leads to a vanadium(IV)-containing nanoring-nanosphere
assembly, K43Na11(VO)4[{MoVI

72VIV
30O282(H2O)66(SO4)12}{MoVI

114-
MoV

28O432(OH)14(H2O)58}]‚ca. 500 H2O ) {Mo214V30} (1). Raman
spectra (Figure S1 in the SI) and kinetic precipitation using K+,
both as a function of time, reveal that1 derives from initial
formation of the keplerate-type cluster{Mo72V30},9 followed by
subsequent slower (16-24 h using the given synthetic conditions)
formation and attachment of molybdenum-blue, ring-type species
which display a very characteristic line-pattern in the 200-900 cm-1

region.5 Once the nanoring units are generated,1 is easily
precipitated by addition of KCl. Evidence for the initial formation
of keplerate followed by a slower ring attachment process is also
supported by the fact that using conditions favoring initial ring
formation (e.g. lower pH and/or using a larger amount of reducing
agent) fails to produce1 regardless of the reaction time. Instead,

only ring-type species (i.e., of the{Mo154}- or {Mo176}-type) can
be isolated from such mixtures.

A structural investigation (all details in the SI) of1 reveals an
open “clam-like” nanoscopic assembly (ca. 6 nm in length)
comprising a spherical{MoVI

72VIV
30} anion and a ring-shaped

{Mo142} anion linked by two K centers acting as a hinge (Figure
1). Interestingly, the spherical subunit present in1 exhibits a regular
icosahedral structure (virtualIh symmetry) in contrast to the recently
reported more distortedD5d {Mo72V30} cluster,4c,d with potential
implications for the magnetic properties (see below). The lower
symmetry of the discrete{Mo72V30} cluster is due to the presence
of two parallel{KSO4}5 rings which coordinate from the inside to
the cluster shell resulting in the flattening of the sphere at two
opposite ends. In1, these internal rings are missing, and the
spherical cluster shell contains only 12 disordered tridentate sulfate
ligands. The other subunit of1 is a{Mo142} cluster-anion that can
be viewed as a tetradecameric{Mo154} ) [{Mo2}{Mo8}{Mo1}]14-
type ring in which ca. 6 out of the 14 loosely bound{Mo2} )
{[MoVIO2(H2O)]2(µ-O)}2+ units (two corner-sharing octahedra with
three terminal sites) are missing, a common pattern for derivatives
of molybdenum-blue, ring-type structures. These vacant sites are
delocalized over the 14 possible positions of the ring based on the
underoccupancy of every atom of the{Mo2}-type unit. As previ-
ously established, all{Mo154} ring-type clusters contain 28 partially
delocalized Mo(4d) electrons (two in each{Mo5(µ3-O)2O4H} central
compartment). Bond valence sum (BVS) values for these Mo
centers and theµ3-Ã atoms in the{Mo5(µ3-O)2O4H} units of1 are
in good agreement with those previously reported for the{Mo154}-
type species, strongly suggesting that these units are identical.5
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Figure 1. Ball-and-stick representation of the ring-sphere anion in1 (Mo:
blue, O: red, V: yellow, K: purple). Apart from the two K+ sites shown
connecting the{Mo142} ring and the{Mo72V30} sphere, additional K+

cations bind to{Mo6O6} pores present in the ring substructure (a) and to
{Mo3V3O6} pores of the spherical substructure (b).
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Extended Hu¨ckel MO calculations also indicate a nearly identical
electron structure, with very similar frontier orbital compositions,
especially 14 nearly degenerate highest occupied MOs of predomi-
nantly Mo(4d) character mostly localized over the outermost Mo
positions. The previously documented affinity of the K+ cations
for the{Mo3V3O6} hexagonal pores of the keplerate-type clusters
is clearly evident in1 (all 20 pores of the spherical subunit appear
to be capped by K+ cations although some of these were refined
with half occupancy based on their large thermal parameters).4c,d,6c

Notably, the ring-type subunit of1 also contains 14{Mo6O6}
hexagonal pores, some of which are capped by K+ cations in a
similar fashion.10

The vis-NIR electronic spectrum of1 (Figure S2) shows three
very intense, broad absorption bands in the 400-1200 nm range.
The lowest-energy band responsible for the resonance Raman effect
(λe ) 1064 nm) with a maximum at 1055 nm is the result of
homonuclear IVCT (intervalence charge transfer) transitions of the
MoV f MoVI type, based on the difference in optical electrone-
gativity between the atoms involved.11 The 730-nm band, which is
the dominant feature in the spectra of mixed valence MoV/MoVI

ring-type species is also the result of MoV f MoVI type IVCT.
The highest-energy band (maximum at 525 nm) is very likely due
VIV f MoVI heteronuclear IVCT since it is not present in the spectra
of molybdenum-only ring-type species but is the prominent feature
in the spectrum of the spherical{MoVI

72VIV
30} cluster.4c,d The

resonance Raman spectrum of1 in water (Figure S1) is very similar
to that of the{Mo154}-type species supporting a similar electron
delocalization involving the{Mo5(µ3-O)2O4H} units.5 This is also
consistent with only the ring and not the sphere in1 being partially
reduced.

The magnetic properties of1 are indicative of the strong
antiferromagnetic coupling of the 30S ) 1/2 VO2+ groups within
the{Mo72V30} entity defining the corners of an icosidodecahedron
and the presence of four uncoupled vanadyl cations in the crystal
lattice (Figure 2). Once the contribution of the uncorrelated spin
centers is subtracted, the resulting temperature dependence ofø
(which does not exhibit Curie-Weiss law behavior) nearly matches
that of the isolated{Mo72V30} cluster: øT rapidly rises with
increasing temperature for both compounds despite the large

effective nearest-neighbor exchange energy ofJ/kB ≈ -220 K
(mediated by-O-MoVI-O- pathways). The rapid onset oføT
even at lowest temperatures can only be explained by the presence
of low-lying S > 0 spin states that can be populated even at such
low temperatures. While we initially believed that these states
emerge from splitting due to the decreased symmetry (and thus
from a spread of different nearest-neighbor V-V interactions) in
the discrete{Mo72V30} cluster, the results for1 imply that the next-
nearest neighbor couplingJ′, likely two orders of magnitude smaller
thanJ, is significant and results in low-lying spin states.

Complex 1 exhibits three levels of controllable structural
organization: the multi-Mo “building blocks” including the pen-
tagonal {(Mo)Mo5} and the{Mo2} units, the ring and sphere
components, and1, in which these two nanostructures are joined.
The implication is that other and still larger multinanounit as-
semblies may be possible.
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Figure 2. Experimental temperature-dependence oføT for 1 at 0.1 Tesla
and 2-290 K (black squares) indicating strong antiferromagnetic coupling
between theS ) 1/2 vanadyl groups within theIh-symmetric{Mo72V30}
substructure. The horizontal green line marks the background due to four
uncoupled vanadyl countercations that are disordered in the crystalline
lattice. (Inset) Field-dependence of the magnetization at 2.0 K. The red
curve represents the best fit to a scaled spin-1/2 Brillouin function (g )
2.0), yielding 4.1 uncorrelatedS ) 1/2 centers per molecular unit.
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